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Psychological Operations In Guerrilla
Warfare
Creating a guerrilla movement to fight the Japanese
occupation of the Philippines (1942–1945) presented Colonel
Wendell Fertig with some formidable challenges. Unlike the
other islands in the archipelago, Mindanao had a large Moslem
(Moro) population. Using Moro and American leadership he
brought the Moro people into the movement. Fertig lacked
good communication with MacArthur’s headquarters in
Australia. With ingenuity and talented technical personnel he
solved this problem, and increased the logistical support for
the guerrillas by submarine from Australia. As the force
expanded, Fertig was fortunate to recruit leadership from 187
Americans—military and civilian—who had not surrendered to
the Japanese. The resulting force, with its intelligence from
coastal watch stations, added six guerrilla divisions to U.S.
military strength for the 1945 liberation of Mindanao, a
contribution unique in the history of unconventional warfare.
During Nicaragua's civil war in the 1980s, the Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA) commissioned a manual for the
rebel contras of the Nicaraguan Democratic Force (FDN),
entitled Psychological Operations in Guerrilla Warfare
(Operaciones sicológicas en guerra de guerillas). Its public
revelation in October 1984 created a firestorm of
controversy.The manual was written by a CIA contract
employee who used the alias John Kirkpatrick. He based his
work off of existing US Army manuals, particularly the Green
Berets' Lesson Plan 643, Armed Psyop (April 1968). Field
Manual 30-104, Handbook on Aggressor Insurgent War
(September 1967), was another source. These manuals were in
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turn informed by the Army's study of the doctrine and methods
employed by the Viet Cong's Armed Propaganda Teams to
build political support.Kirkpatrick worked during the fall of
1983 with the FDN director in charge of communications,
Edgar Chamorro, and Chamorro's secretary translated the
manuscript into Spanish. The ninety-page manual was printed
under the pseudonym Tayacán in late 1983. Two passages
were cut out of the printed manual, and replaced by
expurgated pages before distribution: one talked about getting
demonstrators killed to create martyrs for the cause, the other
about hiring professional criminals for special jobs.The full,
unexpurgated manual was retranslated into English by Joanne
Omang for the Congressional Research Service.
There have always been propagandists, some extremely
skilled, but the continuing, institutionalized, large-scale
attempt at mass political persuasion is a modern phenomenon,
not fully developed before the First World War. The study of
propaganda is even more recent for, apart from a few
pioneering works at the turn of the present century, very little
was written before 1930. Professor Qualter discusses the
historical development and use, up to and including the Cold
War era, of the deliberate attempts by political groups to use
propaganda to “form, control, or alter the attitudes of other
groups.”
Psyop
US Army PSYOP Book 1 - Psychological Operations
Handbook
Psychological Operations in Guerilla Warfare
Wendell Fertig and His Guerrilla Forces in the Philippines
CIA Manual
Che Guevara, the larger-than-life hero of the
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1959 revolutionary victory that overturned
the Cuban dictatorship, believed that
revolution would also topple the imperialist
governments in Latin America. Che's call to
action, his proclamation of
"invincibility"-the ultimate victory of
revolutionary forces-continues to influence
the course of Latin American history and
international relations. His amazing life
story has lifted him to almost legendary
status. This edition of Che's classic work
Guerrilla Warfare contains the text of his
book, as well as two later essays titled
"Guerrilla Warfare: A Method" and "Message to
the Tricontinental." A detailed introduction
by Brian Loveman and Thomas M. Davies, Jr.,
examines Guevara's text, his life and
political impact, the situation in Latin
America, and the United States' response to
Che and to events in Latin America. Loveman
and Davies also provide in-depth case studies
that apply Che's theories on revolution to
political situations in seven Latin American
countries from the 1960s to the present. Also
included are political chronologies of each
country discussed in the case studies and a
postscript tying the analyses together. This
book will help students gain a better
understanding of Che's theoretical
contribution to revolutionary literature and
the inspiration that his life and Guerrilla
Warfare have provided to revolutionaries
since the 1960s. This volume is an invaluable
addition to courses in Latin American studies
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and political science.
Discover how to execute successful
psychological warfare - PSYWAR - operations
at the tactical level. Learn how to change
opinions, win hearts and minds, and convert
people to your cause via mass communication!
Book 2 of 3 in the C.M.L. U.S. Army PSYOP
series. Full-size 8.5"x11" edition.
A provocative and eye-opening study of the
essential role the US military and the
Central Intelligence Agency played in the
advancement of communication studies during
the Cold War era, now with a new introduction
by Robert W. McChesney and a new preface by
the author Since the mid-twentieth century,
the great advances in our knowledge about the
most effective methods of mass communication
and persuasion have been visible in a wide
range of professional fields, including
journalism, marketing, public relations,
interrogation, and public opinion studies.
However, the birth of the modern science of
mass communication had surprising and
somewhat troubling midwives: the military and
covert intelligence arms of the US
government. In this fascinating study, author
Christopher Simpson uses long-classified
documents from the Pentagon, the CIA, and
other national security agencies to
demonstrate how this seemingly benign social
science grew directly out of secret
government-funded research into psychological
warfare. It reveals that many of the most
respected pioneers in the field of
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communication science were knowingly
complicit in America’s Cold War efforts,
regardless of their personal politics or
individual moralities, and that their
findings on mass communication were
eventually employed for the purposes of
propaganda, subversion, intimidation, and
counterinsurgency. An important, thoughtprovoking work, Science of Coercion shines a
blazing light into a hitherto remote and
shadowy corner of Cold War history.
A Tactical Manual for the Revolutionary
CIA
American Guerrilla
Tactical Psychological Operations Tactics,
Techniques and Procedures - Full-Size
8.5"x11" Edition - FM 3-05.302 (MCRP 3-40.6B)
Manual for Psychological Operations in
Guerrilla Warfare
They can be swift, silent, and deadly. That's why
armed guerrillas are feared by even the largest,
best-equipped fighting forces. No tank, rocketpropelled grenade, or infantry battalion can
match the guerrilla team's ability to exact
brutality with precision, instill fear in enemy
hearts, and viciously deflate morale. From the
snows of Korea to the jungles of Southeast Asia
to the mountains of Afghanistan, the U.S. Army
has employed guerrilla tactics to deadly effect.
Those tactics and techniques, being used today
by U.S. soldiers, are laid out in the U.S. Army
Guerrilla Warfare Handbook. Employing small,
heavily-armed, and well-oiled fire teams,
guerrilla warfare has played an invaluable role
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in the success of nearly every U.S. campaign for
decades. Here, its methods are detailed: raids
and ambushes, demolition, counterintelligence,
mining and sniping, psychological warfare,
communications, and much more. This is an
inside look at the guerrilla strategies and
weapons that have come to be feared by
enemies and respected by allies. Not another
outside perspective or commentary on
unconventional warfare, this is the original—of
use to soldiers in the field and to anyone with an
interest in military tactics.
This concise history of guerilla warfare presents
profiles in combat courage from George
Washington to Simón Bolívar, Mao Zedong, and
beyond. The concept of guerrilla warfare is
centuries old, with Sun Tzu’s writing on the
subject dating back to the sixth century BC. One
of the earliest recorded examples of guerrilla
tactics deployed by a military leader was the
campaign of Roman general Fabius Maximus,
who took a course of evasion and harassment
against Hannibal’s columns. Guerilla Warfare is
a compendium of prominent guerrilla leaders
across the globe, from thirteenth-century
Scotland’s William Wallace to modern-day Sri
Lanka’s Velupillai Prabhakaran. It profiles each
leader to analyze their personal history, military
tactics, and political strategy. All are homegrown leaders of extended guerrilla campaigns.
Many became the first leaders of their liberated
countries. Both victories and defeats are
included here in an analysis of effective
guerrilla tactics as well as counterinsurgency
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strategies. Today, the labels of insurgent,
freedom fighter, and jihadi are fast replacing
guerrilla. The old notion of the guerrilla,
associated with fights for independence and the
end of colonialization, has dimmed with modern
and far-reaching religious insurgencies taking
their place. This concise history gives a
fascinating overview of a once history-altering
form of warfare.
This is a legendary work by the famed Swiss
expert on guerrilla warfare, Major H. von Dach.
Survivalists have rediscovered this important
study on resistance and underground
operations, some making it the keystone of their
libraries. Well-written and illustrated with easyto-understand drawings, Total Resistance
analyzes and overviews the techniques needed
to overcome an invading force, formation of
guerrilla units, weapons, food and medical
considerations, ambushes, sabotage and much
more.
Psychological Operations Fundamentals - FullSize 8.5"x11" Edition - FM 3-05.30 (MCRP
3-40.6)
The CIA PSYOP Manual - Psychological
Operations in Guerrilla Warfare
Rethinking the US Approach
America and Guerrilla Warfare
US Army PSYOP Book 3 - Executing
Psychological Operations

Is it really possible to invade an enemy's mind and win
without a fight? Can you achieve your goals by having
others do the dirty work for you? Have you ever wondered
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why politicians, speakers and performers get everything
they want? Do modern life-hack tips always seem
repetitive to you? If you ask yourself these questions, the
answer is: The Art of Psychological Warfare. This
collection 5 Books in 1 includes: ◆ Dark Seduction and
Persuasion Tactics - Most people spend their lives
interacting with the opposite sex in absolute darkness,
ignoring the fact that they are judged, valued, approved
and rejected based on their unconscious reactions. The
seduction playbook has changed, but most "novice
seducers" still haven't figured it out. ◆ Subliminal
Psychology - As powerful as the mind and intellect are,
each individual has grey space in their psyche. This grey
space is the primal, subconscious and unexplored force. Do
you want to influence or be influenced? We are all
suggestible, in one way or another. The mind is flexible
and gullible, but it can be an object of awareness and selfcontrol. ◆ Masters of Emotional Blackmail - Blackmail is a
hidden, aggressive way in which a person close to us
threatens, directly or indirectly, to punish us if we fail to
meet their expectations. This manual which is a real selfdefence course, it will show you how the invisible chain
that binds you to your "blackmailer" can be broken. ◆
How to Read People Like a Book - The non-verbal
component constitutes over 65% of overall
communication. It is an indispensable skill in any situation
or social class. As you have probably already experienced
in life the risk of misinterpreting the body language of
others, or of sending incorrect and incongruent messages,
is very high and can cause a lot of misunderstanding. ◆
The Art of Psychological Warfare - has existed since the
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beginning of time. Propaganda, subversion, intimidation,
disinformation, large-scale lies, deception, counterinsurgency, brainwashing and manipulation of public
opinion in which our individual freedom of thought is
constantly under attack. This book is not a joke. Like it or
not, 'out there', there will always be people who will try to
hurt you or try to use you for their own pleasure or
benefit. You are not the only person with access to
psychological warfare methods. If you don't already know
it, chances are you are a lifelong victim. In this book, the
author studies the various forms of psychological warfare,
the dark personalities, the key elements of this PsyWar
and, most importantly, how we can fight back and win. It
is, without doubt, the best gift you can give to yourself.
The principles in this book are not hype, they have
survived through the ages and will continue long into the
future. After reading this book, you will never be the same
again. Scroll up and click Buy Now button at the top of
this page
Written as a Top Secret US Army procedural manual and
released under the Freedom of Information act this
manual describes the step-by-step process recommended to
control and contain the minds of the enemy and the
general public alike. Within these 180+ pages you will read
in complete detailed the Mission of PSYOP as well as
PSYOP Roles, Policies and Strategies and Core Tasks.
Also included are the logistics and communication
procedures used to insure the "right" people get the
"right" information.
Magic or spycraft? In 1953, against the backdrop of the
Cold War, the CIA initiated a top-secret program, codePage 9/21
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named MKULTRA, to counter Soviet mind-control and
interrogation techniques. Realizing that clandestine
officers might need to covertly deploy newly developed
pills, potions, and powders against the adversary, the CIA
hired America's most famous magician, John Mulholland,
to write two manuals on sleight of hand and undercover
communication techniques. In 1973, virtually all
documents related to MKULTRA were destroyed.
Mulholland's manuals were thought to be among
them—until a single surviving copy of each, complete with
illustrations, was recently discovered in the agency's
archives. The manuals reprinted in this work represent the
only known complete copy of Mulholland's instructions for
CIA officers on the magician's art of deception and secret
communications.
US Army PSYOP Book 2 - Implementing Psychological
Operations
A French View of Counterinsurgency
Science of Coercion
U.S. Army Guerrilla Warfare Handbook
Authorized Edition
"A tactical manual for the revolutionary. First
published by the Central Intelligence Agency and
distributed to the Contras in Central America." -t.p.
From South Carolina to South Vietnam, America's
two hundred-year involvement in guerrilla warfare
has been extensive and varied. America and
Guerrilla Warfare analyzes conflicts in which
Americans have participated in the role of, on the
side of, or in opposition to guerrilla forces, providing
a broad comparative and historical perspective on
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these types of engagements. Anthony James Joes
examines nine case studies, ranging from the role of
Francis Marion, the Swamp Fox, in driving
Cornwallis to Yorktown and eventual surrender to
the U.S. support of Afghan rebels that hastened the
collapse of the Soviet Empire. He analyzes the
origins of each conflict, traces American
involvement, and seeks patterns and deviations.
Studying numerous campaigns, including ones
staged by Confederate units during the Civil War,
Joes reveals the combination of elements that can
lead a nation to success in guerrilla warfare or doom
it to failure. In a controversial interpretation, he
suggests that valuable lessons were forgotten or
ignored in Southeast Asia. The American experience
in Vietnam was a debacle but, according to Joes,
profoundly atypical of the country's overall
experience with guerrilla warfare. He examines
several twentieth-century conflicts that should have
better prepared the country for Vietnam: the
Philippines after 1898, Nicaragua in the 1920s,
Greece in the late 1940s, and the Philippines again
during the Huk War of 1946-1954. Later, during the
long Salvadoran conflict of the 1980s, American
leaders seemed to recall what they had learned from
their experiences with this type of warfare. Guerrilla
insurgencies did not end with the Cold War. As
America faces recurring crises in the Balkans, subSaharan Africa, the Middle East, and possibly Asia, a
comprehensive analysis of past guerrilla
engagements is essential for today's policymakers.
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Psychological Operations is an in-depth and
objective study of psychological rhetoric during the
war. You will marvel at this historical manual
distributed by the United States Central Intelligence
Agency among the Nicaraguan contra rebels during
the Reagan presidency.
Modern Warfare
Essays in Winning Hearts and Minds
Propaganda and Psychological Warfare
Psychological Warfare
Tactics, Techniques and Procedures - Full-Size
8.5"x11" Edition - FM 3-05.301 (MCRP 3-40.6A)

"Psychological Operations in Guerrilla Warfare" by
Tayacán (translated by Joanne Omang). Published by
Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of
titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known
classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read.
Each Good Press edition has been meticulously
edited and formatted to boost readability for all ereaders and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks
that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a
high-quality digital format.
A main selection of the Military Book Club and a
selection of the History Book Club With his parting
words, “I shall return,” General Douglas MacArthur
sealed the fate of the last American forces on Bataan.
Yet one young Army Captain named Russell
Volckmann refused toPage
surrender.
He disappeared into
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the jungles of north Luzon where he raised a Filipino
army of more than 22,000 men. For the next three
years he led a guerrilla war against the Japanese,
killing more than 50,000 enemy soldiers. At the same
time he established radio contact with MacArthur’s
headquarters in Australia and directed Allied forces to
key enemy positions. When General Yamashita finally
surrendered, he made his initial overtures not to
MacArthur, but to Volckmann. This book establishes
how Volckmann’s leadership was critical to the
outcome of the war in the Philippines. His ability to
synthesize the realities and potential of guerrilla
warfare led to a campaign that rendered Yamashita’s
forces incapable of repelling the Allied invasion. Had it
not been for Volckmann, the Americans would have
gone in “blind” during their counter-invasion, reducing
their efforts to a trial-and-error campaign that would
undoubtedly have cost more lives, materiel, and
potentially stalled the pace of the entire Pacific War.
Second, this book establishes Volckmann as the
progenitor of modern counterinsurgency doctrine and
the true “Father” of Army Special Forces—a title that
history has erroneously awarded to Colonel Aaron
Bank of the European Theater of Operations. In 1950,
Volckmann wrote two army field manuals: Operations
Against Guerrilla Forces and Organization and
Conduct of Guerrilla Warfare, though today few realize
he was their author. Together, they became the US
Army’s first handbooks outlining the precepts for both
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special warfare and counter-guerrilla operations.
Taking his argument directly to the army chief of staff,
Volckmann outlined the concept for Army Special
Forces. At a time when US military doctrine was
conventional in outlook, he marketed the ideas of
guerrilla warfare as a critical force multiplier for any
future conflict, ultimately securing the establishment of
the Army’s first special operations unit—the 10th
Special Forces Group. Volckmann himself remains a
shadowy figure in modern military history, his name
absent from every major biography on MacArthur, and
in much of the Army Special Forces literature. Yet as
modest, even secretive, as Volckmann was during his
career, it is difficult to imagine a man whose heroic
initiative had more impact on World War II. This long
overdue book not only chronicles the dramatic military
exploits of Russell Volckmann, but analyzes how his
leadership paved the way for modern special warfare
doctrine. Mike Guardia, currently an officer in the US
1st Armored Division is also author of Shadow
Commander, about the career of Donald Blackburn,
and an upcoming biography of Hal Moore.
A new, authorized and revised edition of a classic
1960s text on revolution by Che Guevara.
The Forgotten Heroics of Russell W. Volckmann—the
Man Who Escaped from Bataan, Raised a Filipino
Army against the Japanese, and Became the True
“Father” of Army Special Forces
Psychological Operations in Guerrilla Warfare
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Insurgents, Rebels, and Terrorists from Sun Tzu to
Bin Laden
Principles and Case Studies
Guerrilla Warfare
Discover how to plan and prepare psychological
warfare - PSYWAR - at the operational level. Learn
how to change opinions, win hearts and minds, and
convert people to your cause via mass communication!
Book 2 of 3 in the C.M.L. U.S. Army PSYOP series.
Full-size 8.5"x11" edition.
CIAManual for Psychological Operations in Guerrilla
WarfareCreateSpace
Discover the fundamentals of psychological warfare PSYWAR. Learn how to change opinions, win hearts
and minds, and convert people to your cause via mass
communication! Book 1 of 3 in the C.M.L. U.S. Army
PSYOP series. Full-size 8.5"x11" edition.
Guerrilla
Psychological Operations
Mind Games: Setting Conditions for Successful
Counterinsurgency Military Information Support
Operations
A Historical And Critical Study
5 Books in 1: Manipulation Techniques Honed Over
the Centuries by Politicians, Strategists, Speakers,
Performers and Sellers Around the World
Guerrilla warfare is essentially a
political war. Therefore, its area of
operations exceeds the territorial limits
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of conventional warfare, to penetrate the
political entity itself: the "political
animal" that Aristotle defined. In effect,
the human being should be considered the
priority objective in a political war. And
conceived as the military target of
guerrilla war, the human being has his
most critical point in his mind. Once his
mind has been reached, the "political
animal" has been defeated, without
necessarily receiving bullets. Guerrilla
warfare is born and grows in the political
environment; in the constant combat to
dominate that area of political mentality
that is inherent to all human beings and
which collectively constitutes the
"environment" in which guerrilla warfare
moves, and which is where precisely its
victory or failure is defined. This
conception of guerrilla warfare as
political war turns Psychological
Operations into the decisive factor of the
results. The target, then, is the minds of
the population, all the population: our
troops, the enemy troops and the civilian
population. This book is a manual for the
training of guerrillas in psychological
operations, and its application to the
concrete case of the Christian and
democratic crusade being waged in
Nicaragua by the Freedom Commandos. Note:
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In this text the editor has replaced the
phrase Sandinista with "Government" as
this manual should be a guide to fight and
conquer any oppressive government.
Bogen består af 3 afsnit. I første afsnit
beskriver Joanna Omang, National Staff
Reporter of the Washington Post baggrunden
for CIAs̀ Nicaragua-manual, dernæst er
selve manualen trykt og tilsidst beskriver
Aryeh Neier, som viceformand af "Americas
Watch"og adjunkt professor jura ved New
York University de lovmæssige
implikationer af manualen.
This collection of essays provides
analysis and commentary on: psychological
warfare in the battle against terrorism,
PSYOP techniques adopted by different
Palestinian groups against Israel and
actions that promote the Palestinian cause
in the West, Israeli strategies for
combating radical Islam, and Jewish
perspectives on propaganda in the context
of Israel's international image problems.
PSYOP - designed to influence the
perceptions and attitudes of individuals,
groups and foreign governments - is still
considered confidential by many defence
organizations, hence the lack of
publications that deal with the topic in a
scientific, factual approach. Perspectives
of PSYOP is a follow-on volume to the
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author's Psychological Warfare in the
Intifada, adopted in the US Intelligence
College as a textbook, and widely reviewed
to critical acclaim (under the Reviews
button).
U.S. Army Doctrine
The Official CIA Manual of Trickery and
Deception
The Guerrilla and how to Fight Him
Fighting the Japanese Occupation,
1942–1945
Communication Research & Psychological
Warfare, 1945–1960

They are swift, silent, and deadly. That s why
armed guerrillas are feared by even the largest,
best-equipped fighting forces. No tank, rocketpropelled grenade, or infantry battalion can match
the guerrilla team s ability to exact brutality with
precision, instill fear in enemy hearts, and viciously
deflate morale. From the snows of Korea to the
jungles of Southeast Asia to the mountains of
Afghanistan, the U.S. Army has employed guerrilla
tactics to deadly effect. Those tactics and
techniques, being used today by U.S. soldiers, are
laid out in the U.S. Army Guerrilla Warfare
Handbook. Employing small, heavily-armed, and
well-oiled fire teams, guerrilla warfare has played
an invaluable role in the success of nearly every U.S.
campaign for decades. Here, its methods are
detailed: raids and ambushes, demolition,
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counterintelligence, mining and sniping,
psychological warfare, communications, and much
more. This is an inside look at the guerrilla
strategies and weapons that have come to be
feared by enemies and respected by allies. Not
another outside perspective or commentary on
unconventional warfare, this is the original̶of use
to soldiers in the field and to anyone with an
interest in military tactics.
The history of the world's most brutal surprise
attacks: guerrilla warfare. Since man's earliest days,
there has been conflict and, also from that point,
unconventional forms of action where the norm
was abandoned and the unorthodox employed.
Here, historian David Rooney selects examples of
the leaders who, for personal, religious, tribal, or
national ambitions, have been trailblazers in this
form of warfare. Tracing the origins of guerrilla
theories back to the Maccabees, the author moves
on through the Napoleonic Age and the Boer Wars
before considering Michael Collins, Mao Tse Tung,
T. E. Lawrence, Castro and Guevara, and the
Guerrillas of World War II before considering the
situation with Al Qaeda and Osama Bin Laden. The
irregularity of this form of military action seems so
pertinent in an age where convention and tradition
in all walks of life is quickly abandoned in search of
fast results; the warrior of the twenty-first century is
more likely to adopt unconventional strategies
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than ever before. The topic is one of public debate
and this explanation of its evolution can only
increase our understanding and awareness of the
topic.
The first documented, systematic study of a truly
revolutionary subject, this 1937 text remains the
definitive guide to guerrilla warfare. It concisely
explains unorthodox strategies that transform
disadvantages into benefits.
On Guerrilla Warfare
Perspectives of Psychological Operations (PSYOP)
in Contemporary Conflicts
Total Resistance
Updated 2017 Release - Newly Indexed - With
Additional Material - Full-Size Edition
From a military commander's perspective, the role of
psychological operations (PSYOP) in the successful planning
and execution of modern military operations is absolutely
essential. It is an integral part of the United States Special
Operations Command mission. Today, the military faces a
dynamic and unpredictable world. PSYOP will remain a
valuable instrument in the overall defense posture and will be
a key asset in the fulfillment of U.S. national policy. This
manuscript explores the breadth and depth of fundamental
PSYOP roles, principles and methods. Each article is an
independent effort and together they represent a cross section
of what the best and brightest feel is key to both offensive and
defensive psychological operations. Air University Press.
The purpose of this study is to determine what actions can be
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taken by American military forces to set conditions for
conducting effective Military Information Support Operations
(MISO) campaigns in counterinsurgency (COIN) conflicts. To
find these actions, hypotheses built upon tenets found in
American military Psychological Operations (PSYOP)
doctrine were compared to empirical observations of PSYOP
conducted in three COIN case studies from the 1950s and
1960s. Because COIN literature is ripe with assertions, such as
Dr. Kalev I. Sepp’s, that “effective, pervasive psychological
operations (PSYOP) campaigns” are inherent in successful
COIN operations, it is ironic that few works discuss specific
recommendations regarding the design and conduct of such
campaigns. This study begins filling this literature gap by
showing that MISO relationship to other operations holds
greater significance in effective MISO campaign design than
internal details such as the level of centralization. This finding
supports contemporary calls for a more unified group of
inform and influence practitioners within the United States
military, as well as calls for the United States government to
draft a National Information Strategy to better leverage this
important element of national power.
Political Warfare and Psychological Operations
Kings of Revolution
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